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Lifetime prediction formicroelectronic devices and systems is complicated bymany factors including the validity
of linear acceleration, choice of extrapolation model, presence of multiple failure mechanisms with common
driving forces, correlation between failure mechanisms, time-variant loading (voltage pulses) etc… With real-
time prognostics and health management coming up as a useful alternative to conventional post-failure reliabil-
ity data analysis, significant progress has been made in estimating the individual lifetime of microelectronic
devices/systems during operation (real-time). In this study, we present a case study of decoding the contribu-
tions of the bias temperature instability (BTI) and hot carrier injection (HCI) mechanisms to the overall time-
dependent threshold voltage (VTH) shift observed in real-time during a conventional HCI stress test applied to
a single NMOS device. Assuming no prior knowledge of the time exponents for VTH degradation for both the
BTI and HCI mechanisms, our methodology enables us to deconvolute the overall VTH data signal, predict the re-
maining useful life (RUL) for the device (given a threshold failure criterion) and extract the distribution of the
power-law exponents for the pure-HCI and pure-BTI mechanisms. We used the particle filter based sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) technique here for the prognostic study and the advantage of our approach is its generic
use for non-linear systems and non-Gaussian noise trends. The impact of prognostics based data-driven algo-
rithms in dynamic lifecycle estimation of microelectronic devices is evident in this work and such an approach
can be handy inhigh-power space electronics applicationswhen the reliability (health/robustness) of a single de-
vice (integrated in the satellite) needs to be studied (under normal operating conditions) and there is no large
sample size population of similar devices available for a conventional accelerated stress test exercise off-field.
To our knowledge, this is the first study applying the particle filter technique for a multiple failure mechanism
scenario. The accuracy of our RUL estimates was comparedwith real data extracted from past experimental studies.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The need for real-time prognostics and health management (PHM)
of microelectronic devices and systems has become imperative in vari-
ous applications including avionics, space, defense, transportation and
telecommunication systems. Tracking the performance of thesemission
critical systems and estimating their remaining useful life (RUL) well in
advance can help pre-determine maintenance schedules, ensure opti-
mum system availability and help minimize downtime and mainte-
nance costs (spare part requirements) quite significantly. Power
electronic devices and batteries are particularly vulnerable to failures
in such systems. The complexity arises when such systems degrade si-
multaneously under the influence of more than one mechanism,
where the multiple mechanisms could be dependent and correlated to
one another in an unknown fashion. To address this scenario, in this

study, we present a methodology for estimation of the RUL distribution
and extraction of parameter values corresponding to two embedded
failure mechanisms, validated using a case study analyzing threshold
voltage degradation (VTH) data in real-time on a stressed NMOS transis-
tor devicewhich was investigated for hot carrier reliability. The hot car-
rier stress schema usually causes the transistor VTH to increase due to
both positive bias temperature instability (PBTI, here on referred to sim-
ply as BTI) as well as hot carrier injection (HCI) [1,2]. When we only
have information on the total VTH trend, it is essential to be able to ex-
tract the individual contributions of BTI and HCI with certain level of
confidence. The particlefilter (PF) technique [3–5],which is a sequential
Monte Carlo (SMC) procedure is a popular data-drivenmethod for PHM
analysis of any system with an underlying phenomenological/physical
degradationmodel. We shall use this technique and benefit from its ge-
neric framework thatmakes it suitable formodeling non-linear systems
and non-Gaussian noise trends (process/measurement perturbations)
as well.

The flow of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 emphasizes
the need for prognostics in microelectronic devices/systems and
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explains the Bayesian updating and inference based PF methodology.
Section 3 provides the details of the test carried out by Masada et al.
[6] and the VTH data extracted from their work for validating our PHM
approach in this study for the bimodal failure scenario. Section 4 then
presents the results of our PF algorithm, the extracted RUL distributions
and predicted trends of parameter values for the commonly assumed
power-law formulation of VTH degradation [7,8]. Finally, Section 5 con-
cludes with a summary of the work and its other possible applications
to different microelectronic device technologies.

2. Need for prognostics and particle filter methodology

The need for PHM as a tool for lifecycle management of microelec-
tronic devices/systems is evident from the illustration in Fig. 1. While
traditional reliability studies only provide an overall distribution of the
lifetime of the sample set of systems stressed purposely to failure at ac-
celerated test conditions, the PHM approach is more customized and
real-time as it tracks the current state and evolution trend of degrada-
tion and uses that information to make an inference on the RUL of
that particular system being studied. Therefore, the lifetime distribution
estimate is fully customized to the health of each unit being sensed in
contrast to the broader population of failure time distributions that
standard reliability analysis would provide us with. The need for PHM
ismore apparent inmission critical technologies such as space electron-
ics as well as systemswith complex (often not well understood) failure
phenomena such as batteries where the need for real-time health esti-
mation is necessary to maximize time-averaged availability of the sys-
tem in the field. With no stress acceleration involved during PHM
studies, the risk of introducing new failures is drastically reduced,
which is not the case for conventional reliability tests with high acceler-
ation factors.

The working principle of the PF algorithm is shown in Fig. 2. It is es-
sentially a sequential Monte Carlo approach whereby the posterior dis-
tribution of the degradation model parameters is updated after every
new sensor data (additionalmeasurement point) arrives, using the like-
lihood function for weighting the “particles”. For every new cycle, the
previous posterior distribution is considered as the new prior distribu-
tion;while for thefirst cycle, the values for the prior distribution param-
eters are assumed based on user's knowledge of the system. The Monte
Carlo nature of the algorithmhere comes from the sampling of the “par-
ticles” belonging to a distribution and propagation of these particles in a

directed manner using the relative likelihood value as the importance
function. The key highlight in the PF algorithm is the “resampling” of
particles based on the likelihood value so as to confine the parameters
to a certain region in the space where their optimal value to fit the ob-
served degradation trend is most likely to exist. The prior distribution
for the parameters are generally assumed to be Gaussian. Typically,
around 5000–10,000 particles are used for the simulation in order to
get robust RUL distribution estimates. At any point of time, for the cur-
rent state value of the parameters, the future evolution of the system
can be predicted, taking into consideration the noise terms in the degra-
dation process model and in the measurements.

3. Threshold voltage degradation measurements

The schematic of the NMOS device and the spatial electric field pat-
terns due to pure-PBTI and pure-HCI contributions is illustrated in
Figs. 3(a, b). Data corresponding to the overall increase in the VTH

value (denoted here on as ΔVTH-TOT) was collected from an NMOS
metal gated device with HfSiON as the dielectric, with EOT ~1.5 nm
and area of 0.55 μm2. The experiment was conducted by the group of
Masada et al. at Toshiba Corporation a fewyears ago [6]. The data is plot-
ted in Fig. 3(c) and using a novel procedure involving the relation be-
tween ΔVTH and Jg (gate tunnel current density), the individual
contributions of ΔVTH-BTI and ΔVTH-HCI were extracted and included in
the same plot. For the PHM exercise here, we shall assume that the
only data available to us in real-time is ΔVTH-TOT and knowing that
there are two underlying degradation (failure) components, we try to
decode them using the PF approach and estimate the RUL for different
sample size of data collected. The trend of ΔVTH-TOT degradation can be
represented in the power law format as Eq. (1), where A and n are the
proportionality constant and power law time exponent respectively.
The individualΔVTH-BTI andΔVTH-HCI components can also be considered
to have the same form as Eq. (1).

ΔVTH Nð Þ ¼ A � tn ð1Þ

This equation may now be reformulated for future state prediction
by expressing the ΔVTH values at successive time steps K and (K + 1)
using Eq. (2). It is to be noted that the data measurements in Ref. [6]
are taken in a regular log time scale and the interval period for succes-
sive measurements on the log scale is referred to here as β ~0.3. In

Fig. 1. Comparison of the lifetime estimation approach for conventional reliability analysis and prognostics based analysis. While the conventional approach with failure history data pro-
vides a lifetime distribution that is widely spread out, the prognostics approach with individual system condition monitoring provides a more accurate and confined estimate of the re-
maining life of the system in use. As a result, the prognostics approach is more effective (though more challenging and sophisticated to implement) in optimizing the maintenance and
operational resources for any system in general.
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